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[image: Carli Dimino]
Carli Dimino16:13 04 Mar 24

I have only the BEST things to say about Dave, Kelly, and everyone I worked with along the way at Biltmore to update my kitchen! I was able to count on them to come up with creative solutions to some unique design challenges posed but upgrading my range. If you’re in the DMV area and want to install to Miele appliances specifically, Biltmore is THE company I would trust to do so. Even though my project was relatively small (I know they do major renovations), everyone was extremely responsive, helpful, dedicated, and took care of the details from start to finish. Special shoutout to the crew they used to actually complete the work - trustworthy, kind, took pride in the quality of their work. I will absolutely use Biltmore again when I need to do any kitchen or bathroom updates in the future.



[image: ana garcia]
ana garcia14:23 16 Feb 24

Finding the right remodeling contractor is no easy task, but Biltmore Galleria proved to be the best in class with their highly responsive, courteous and professional staff.  Biltmore Galleria takes great pride in the quality of their product and they are meticulous about their work.  The finished product is top notch and will be enjoyed for many years to come.  I highly recommend them and would definitely use them again for future projects.
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Cindy Lonergan00:16 26 Jan 24

We could not be happier with our new kitchen!  We demolished our kitchen down to the studs and had very clear ideas about what we wanted. Dave and Kelly were so patient and helpful as we worked through our decisions, and offered terrific design suggestions. Once  demolition began, the guys were always on time and cleaned up before they left. They were so nice and always willing to answer questions and give us alternatives, if needed.  It was clear that the crew took great pride in their work (as is clear from all finishes - whether it be structural, tile and paint work, and all installations). Any time an issue arose they offered straightforward recommendations and worked through the issue promptly and with beautiful results. The entire team at Biltmore was fantastic and very skilled. We cannot thank them enough and recommend them without any hesitation!
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Kanan Kalathia16:22 10 Jun 23

Baltimore Design Galleria is listed as Mielle dealer. I got whole package of buying installing & hauling. Dave & his helper did very good job installing the dishwasher. FYI Dave, I still cannot connect my phone & you said you will make sure it works. I called mielle few times but still its not connecting, its been over month now
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June Chang14:38 09 Oct 22

I tell everyone how pleased we were to work with Biltmore Design Galleria.  Our kitchen was completely remodeled with lots of discussions concerning the new layout and details of the cabinets.  They were very patient going through many options and had great suggestions to make the room special.  Visitors often enter and immediately compliment the kitchen.  I love my new kitchen!!Our master bathroom also definitely needed an update.  Again their design suggestions were so helpful.  The existing space was turned into the perfect bathroom for us - elegant and useful.In particular, we had such a good experience working with the owner.   He was prompt, courteous, always reachable, and attended to every little detail and question.  It was a pleasure to plan and review the project with him.   I would not hesitate to recommend this company and would definitely use them again for any future remodeling.  Wonderful experience and excellent work!
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D Fay14:33 09 Oct 22

My wife and I chose Biltmore Design Galleria after reading many contractor reviews and after meeting Dave, the owner/operator, and his design specialist. BDG completed major renovations and updating of several bathrooms and our kitchen, and designed and constructed a sun room addition. The project included design and installation of cabinets, countertops, appliances, flooring, tile and stone work, HVAC installation, electrical, plumbing, foundation work, custom window design and installation, roofing, siding, trim work and painting. In a word, they were extraordinary.  Workers arrived when scheduled (this isn't always the case with other contractors), they took great care to minimize work area soiling, they worked diligently and carefully, and were polite, professional and pleasant to interact with. As often occurs during remodelling projects, unexpected challenges are revealed after the demolition phase. BDG was always matter-of-fact about offering a variety of solutions for us to choose from to address each issue. BDG used quality materials and paid great attention to detail in their work. Dave is even more detail-oriented than my wife and I, and regularly would identify minor blemishes that we had not noticed. He always insisted that the blemishes be repaired. Dave visited the work site frequently, was present for all of the numerous inspections, and was available by text, phone or email. He always responded in a timely manner. Dave would be considered by some to be "old school" because he is forthright about the fact that the satisfaction of his customers is crucial to his success. He truly stands behind that philosophy. Should we ever embark on another construction project we will contact BDG.



[image: Richard Weaver]
Richard Weaver21:25 19 Sep 22

We selected Biltmore Design to perform a kitchen remodel and we were so pleased with the results that we had them come back and remodel our master bathroom. Dave did a great job of listening to our desires and creating various options that stuck to our budget and met our expectations. Our biggest desire was to remove the tub and expand the shower. The entire bathroom was redesigned with a new layout, and the new shower with glass and tile, is both spacious and nicer than I imagined.Dave's team was professional and courteous and answered any questions we had throughout the process. They even gave us a helping hand with another project we were undertaking ourselves. Thanks Dave!We are pleased with the job Biltmore did on our kitchen and master bathroom. We've had many compliments on both. Dave and his team were responsive during the entire process and were a pleasure to work with.
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Lorraine H20:21 30 Mar 22

My husband and I chose Biltmore because they could do all the renovations that we needed done to our townhouse. In addition to renovating all three bathrooms and updating our kitchen, they replaced/extended the shed roof, moved the washer and dryer upstairs, and installed LVT flooring. They did quality work and we are very pleased with the results.We particularly liked Chris's ideas for remodeling our bathrooms and kitchen and appreciated his willingness to change the layouts and material selections until we found ones that we really liked. His suggestions for adding accent cabinets to the kitchen not only improved the functionality of the room but added pizzazz as well.Chris was very helpful at every stage, providing good advice when needed and suggesting things we had not thought of, such as alternating the tile designs for the walls and floors in our two upstairs bathrooms.David made himself available when we had questions or needed to talk to him during the construction. He was very knowledgeable and answered all our questions and came to the house when we had concerns. He and Walter, the foreman, made sure that the work was done well. They gave good advice regarding design and placement, such as how high the cabinets in the workshop should be, and informed us before making any  changes. We also appreciated the work of Stan, the electrician, who consistently provided good advice and quality work.
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Mike Namvar19:35 21 Mar 22

We used Biltmore to install a new master bathroom, flooring, and lighting throughout house.  Before we chose Biltmore we evaluated multiple proposals and completed a good amount of research on our options.  In the end the decision was easy, Biltmore had by far the best proposal and did the best job explaining how they would complete building our dream Master Bathroom.Dave the owner went into a deep dive explanation of how he would work through some of our design constraints and gave us a solution none of the other vendors considered proposing.  Once we agreed on our design the proposal that was delivered to us was by far the most detailed and included a full break down of labor and material expenses.   None of the other proposals we received told us the exact parts and its associated pricing.During our build we ran into some additional structural constraints nobody could have anticipated.  Dave did a great job working around our constraint to ensure we were delivered a bathroom that had all the features we wanted.  I am confident if we chose another vendor they would have charges us more and forced us to downsize our expectations on what we wanted.In the end the quality of Biltmore’s work was outstanding, on time, and on budget.We have now had our new bathroom for a year, and we had a minor problem with one of our fixtures. We called Biltmore and they honored their warranty with us with no complaints.Dave has our contact information and we would be happy to show anyone the incredible bathroom Dave built for our family.
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Gordon Coffee15:41 24 Dec 21

We engaged Biltmore for a kitchen remodel and later a bathroom remodel.  The prices were quite reasonable and the quality was very good.  What really sets Biltmore apart, however, is Dave's and Kelly's willingness to fix any and all problems that arise after the project is complete.  Many contractors will stop returning your calls once the final check clears.  Not Dave and Kelly.  They really stand behind their work.  They will be our first call for our next home improvement project.
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Lida Weaver20:15 29 Mar 21

We Recently had a kitchen remodel done by Biltmore and it exceeded our expectations Chris came out and had great suggestions during the design phase , we through him some curve balls and it wasn't a problem. Dave is very meticulous and has a great crew. They leave no stone unturned when it comes to customer satisfaction. We were so thrilled with the kitchen that we're now having Biltmore remodel the master bathroom.
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James Overholt17:53 18 Feb 21

Chris Peters was very patient during our design choices and came by a few times to check on the progress.  We received a detailed schedule of the construction plans.  Dave Elomary was very meticulous and ensured the entire project was up to the highest standards.
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Haein Lee15:09 23 Oct 20

Thanks so much Kelly and Dave for great service. They were very professional from start to end of the whole project. I highly recommend this place if you are looking to upgrade your kitchen/bath!
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JUNGHYUN HWANG04:24 23 Oct 20

Kelly and Dave are a truly professional at every level. Not only has a creative but she was also able to exactly how I want to.
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Jennifer Z16:13 09 Aug 20

We had our Master bathroom completely remodeled by Biltmore.  We were extremely happy with the design work that Chris did for us.  He made drawings of every possible angle using CAD software.  He walked us through a lot of different options and was always very responsive to the changes we iterated in the design before getting to the final design.  During the installation Dave was attentive to every step of the the process with his crew.  We started the remodel job a few weeks before the COVID shutdown in March.  Dave worked to make sure his crew and our household were safe.  He also always made sure everything was clean at the end of every work day.  I would absolutely recommend this company to anyone doing a remodel job.  In fact we are working on lining up our next project with them.



[image: Manav Kohli]
Manav Kohli17:38 20 Jul 20

As an industry professional, great people. One of the most premier design / build showroom in northern Virginia with an exquisite selection of quality manufacturers. If you’re doing a kitchen these guys are it! Please see Chris or Kelly.
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Lauren S17:21 16 Jun 20

We recently had our master bathroom redone by Biltmore and couldn't be more thrilled with the results!  The company was responsive and the craftsmanship was excellent!  Chris did a fantastic job bringing our design to life - even coming up with a few new ideas to make our goals happen.  The construction team was considerate, timely, and CLEAN!  We definitely recommend Biltmore and will use them in the future!
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Excellent service!  Great design and customer support!
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Jade L22:14 03 Aug 19

It's been alreay 5 years since I met Biltnore Design Galleria, Kelly and Dave team for my  "De Clieu Coffee and Sandwich" shop construction work. I cannot say enough great things about Biltmore Design Galleris, Kelly and Dave helped me to design + built to a thriving and inspiring creative coffee and sandwich store.  It was quite a project (demo, adding bathroom, commercial kitchen, new electrical , all new plumbing, HVAC, tiling, flooring and cabinetry etc) and Biltmore Design Galleria did a magnificent job on budget, on time, and exemplary work. It was a perfect example of under promising and over delivering.Everyone on the team was super accommodating and professional before, during, and after the project.I am so honored our De Clieu Coffee and Sandwich is selected one of WTOP TOP 10 coffee shop. Of course our recipe is for success, but also I  heard may "wow" about our interior work from customers.As a owner of De Clieu Coffee and Sandwich,  I am exceedingly happy with Biltmore Design Galleira and couldn't be more pleased with the outcome. If anyone looking for remodeling or construction work, go to Biltmore Design Galleria.
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Margie Shapira14:02 02 Aug 19

Our kitchen renovation started w/a new 3-door stairnless refrigerator.  Then it grew to a whole kitchen.  We lived w/a peninsula and water pipes coming down into our kitchen for 35 years as well as a very small dining room so after chats w/several kitchen people we went w/Kelly and Dave at Biltmore and they created our "WOW" kitchen.  Our children made a 50th anniversary party for us recently, and that was the one word we wanted to hear and sure enough, that was it!!  They and their crew are excellent and so easy to work with.  Thank you Dave and Kelly.
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We had an awesome experience with Kelly and Dave. Our renovation project mainly consists of the following:-Kitchen redesign/remodeling-Removal of existing and installation of new wood floor for two levels-Living room display/showpiece bookshelves and cabinets-Architectural changes of the house (removing existing and creating new walls, columns, etc)All of the above added up quickly but Dave and Kelly were super flexible. They listened to our requests carefully and worked with us on the finer details in order to meet our budget. Due to the scale of the renovation, there had been many iterations of the project design, and Kelly was extremely patient throughout the process. She produced beautiful renderings of our new kitchen and the showpiece bookshelves so we could visualize the final product and also walked us through all the changes. Also to be noted is that they made smart and valuable recommendations on where we could save. For example, they suggested that we sand down the existing handrails and re-stain to match our new wood floor color. This was a great idea because our house has three levels and many stairs, replacing existing handrails with new ones would have been a significant cost! This is just one of the many instances where Kelly and Dave helped us to reduce cost and stay within our budget.The entire renovation took about roughly 2 months and the majority of the work was completed on time. We added more changes along the way which is why our project took a bit longer than scheduled. Dave and Kelly were really accommodating to our "indecision and change of hearts". For the actual work, Dave's crew worked everyday from 8-5, I have nothing but compliments for these folks - they were respectful and worked quickly and efficiently. I want to specifically point out how clean they were! Before the end of each workday, Dave's crew vacuumed and cleaned up the construction areas and stowed away their equipment. This was a huge plus. Also they worked in well planned "stages/phases" so we were able to stay and sleep in the various parts of our house, while the renovation took place simultaneously. This was great because we didn't have to factor renting or hotel stays into our budget.Working with Kelly/Dave truly has been a pleasure! They are professional, knoweldagable, patient, fun and very pleasant to work with. I am super type A and detail-oriented, the planning of this project took about 6 months and I was dreading the details. Kelly/Dave was there every step of the way, answered all of our questions, helped to manage and ease our anxieties, and produced us a beautiful finished house. In retrospect the entire process was surprisingly easy, because they were there, and I find it so rare that not only their craftsmanship is stellar, their customer service is also superb.If you are considering renovating your home, I strongly recommend Kelly and Dave's shop!
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Tracey Cox17:32 25 Jul 19

I could not have been more happy with going with Dave and his crew.  Kelly was always available to answer questions as much as Dave was.  The crew were such hard workers, very respectful and went over and above what I originally contracted them out for.  They completed both my guest bathroom and main bathroom.  I have never seen a master bathroom look as pretty as ours.  I have been in many expensive model homes and other people's homes, and my bathroom is better than any I have ever seen.  The tile guy was so meticulous, that when he saw the tile not aligning perfectly, he took it out and began again. Everybody who has seen my bathroom, and yes I take them up to show it off, absolutely falls in love with them both.  Thank you Dave, Kelly and the Biltmore Crew for an exceptional job.Dave and Tracey Cox
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Vittoria Tomich18:26 23 Jul 19

Dave and his crew, as well as Kelly who did the designs, were excellent.  The team truly understands customer service and they never say no to your requests.  They installed 6 custom designed closets for our home and they were timely and very professional.  Wherever I noticed something which needed to be be fixed, they did it and never complained.  I payed very close to the final finishes and they were glad to have me look over everything until I felt it was done right.  I definitely recommend Biltmore Design Galleria. Thank you Dave and Kelly!
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John Ridings00:21 24 Apr 19

Dave and Kelly were super to work with through this process listening and helping us develop our design.  Starmark cabinetry with leather finished granite; can’t wait to get started.
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Hwajung Urquhart02:39 28 Sep 18

They did a great job for our kitchen, floor, all lights, and mini bathroom renovations. It was quick, trustworthy, and well done. I totally recommend this shop for your renovation.
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Grinder Karen00:38 18 Apr 18

Fantastic company to work with.  They remodeled my kitchen and I love it.  Kelly and Dave are easy to work with and so helpful in product selection and design.  I would highly recommend them
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Serena Bell18:25 13 Apr 18

Biltmore Design Galleria was an amazing company to work with during my kitchen remodel project. Kelly took the time to make sure I had the cabinets I wanted, they fit into the space perfectly, had the functionality I required, and were within my price range. When the cabinets were delivered, Biltmore performed a quality check on all cabinets before installation and were able to quickly fix a few of the mistakes made by the manufacturer. Also, Dave took the time to work with my independent contractor when he was unsure of how the oven was supposed to fit into the cabinet designed for the oven. Dave and Kelly were both a pleasure and very professional throughout the process and I will be using them for future renovation projects.
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Buena atención buenos precios en gabinetes y pisos hay mucha variedad y precios sal alcance de tu bolsillo
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Dave and Kelly were easy to work with and offered experienced and patient guidance throughout the design and installation process of our kitchen remodel.  Their large showroom allows convenient viewing of materials for a complete remodeling project.  We were able through Biltmore to replace cabinets, countertops, and flooring with quality products at a fair price.  As a customer, it is important to feel confidence in your contractor, and Dave’s professionalism and commitment to quality and customer satisfaction throughout our project earned our respect and appreciation.
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Abdel and his team made my kitchen backsplash look fabulous! The customer care was awesome. I will definitely use them for my next project.
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The Biltmore team (Kelly and Dave) are simply outstanding.  They have extensive product knowledge and lots to work with in their showroom.  We stumbled onto them when looking for a local Starmark cabinet dealer and simply could not be happier.Their connections in the area are excellent and they were very helpful with other parts of our construction.  They both worked tirelessly to ensure we had everything taken care of.  Kelly's patience and skill with the design allowed us to thoroughly work through all the considerations a kitchen needs.  Dave's keen eye and suggestions were great and provided a beneficial double check.  The Biltmore team is awesome!  I highly recommend them for all the right reasons: they are super nice people, they are honest, they are highly skilled, and their pricing was excellent as well.We worked with Bitmore for all the cabinetry in new house: kitchen, bathrooms, and laundry room.  It all looks great and we consider ourselves very fortunate to have found them.
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Biltmore Design is a pleasure to work with and have a good selection of floor products to choose from. We have worked with them twice now in the last two years, and both times they delivered as promised and we love our floors! This last time, they installed the floor in a very short period of time in our lower level family room - which had an unlevel surface due to settling. Dave & Kelly bent over backwards to help us figure out the right product, expedite delivery, level the floor and complete installation.  Everything came out beautifully and we're enjoying the floors every day!
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My experience with Biltmore Design Galleria was excellent, Dave and Kelly were very helpful in offering options that accommodated my limited budget while catering to my kitchen ideas. The end result was more than satisfying. My wife was happy with both the new look and design of our kitchen. The guys did a very good job, which says a lot about the way they conduct business. If you have a kitchen that needs remodeling, I highly recommend Biltmore Design Galleria.
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Biltmore Design Galleria did a beautiful job on my master bath remodel. Dave and Kelly were easy to work with and listed to all of my ideas. They created the perfect spa bathroom. The work men were polite and cleaned up everyday. It was a positive experience and I will be using them again on my next project.Joan ShererChantilly, VA
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Excellent work completed in a timely manner with attractive pricing.  What more can you ask....?
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Recently remodeled master bathroom and closet.  Chris provided good direction and recommendations.  Dave was very responsive to address questions and any issues that arose as with any project.  I would recommend Biltmore and use them again for future projects.  Cabinets used and recommended are of high quality.
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Very attentive in the beginning. Superior Starmark cabinets. We had our own kitchen designer, they did the measurements, we had our own installer — quite the disconnect. Project took longer due to inexact measurements and unordered filler.
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